This article reviews , an open-source -like high-level matrix programming language that can be used for econometric simulations and data analysis.
INTRODUCTION
It used to be the case that someone doing applied econometrics could perform all required tasks using traditional econometrics software, such as e, reew, or , to name only a few. Computer work was mainly a question of reading the manuals and identifying which of the prepackaged routines could perform the desired task. Times have changed, however, and many newly developed techniques are not available in econometric packages. In order to use such techniques, one needs to program them. This has led to an explosion in the availability of econometric programming environments', that is, environments which provide users with a reasonably large number of econometric routines, but which also give users the¯exibility to program new routines and modify existing ones. Such environments are a compromise between the greater¯exibility oered by compiled languages such as g, gCC, and pyex and the convenience of traditional econometrics software. Well-known examples of econometric programming environments are qe, yx, and Ev (Cribari-Neto, 1997) and wevef (Cribari-Neto and Jensen, 1997) .
1 This paper reviews yet another econometric programming environment: .
AN OVERVIEW
was born when Ross Ihaka and Robert Gentleman, who were both interested in statistical computing and familiar with , a programming language developed at the AT&T Bell Laboratories, became colleagues at the University of Auckland. Not pleased with the existing commercial software environment in their Macintosh teaching laboratory, Ihaka and Gentleman decided to make an eort to create their own programming environment. The initial goal was`to demonstrate that it was possible to produce an -like environment which did not suer from the memory demands and performance problems which has'. It was only later that they worked to turn into a real and functional programming environment.
The belief that it was possible to create an improved (more ecient and functional) -like environment through the incorporation of ideas borrowed from the heme programming language appears to have been the cornerstone of the early eorts. According to the authors (Gentleman and Ihaka, 1997; Ihaka, 1997, both unpublished manuscripts) , the heme language (httpXGGwwwFsFindinFeduGshemeErepositoryGhomeFhtml) was the basis of the experiment because of: (1) the availability of the source code of several heme interpreters, (2) its similarity to , and (3) the availability of several books of reference, such as Abelson et al. (1985) and Kamin (1990) . The initially developed interpreter (approximately one thousand lines of g code) is the backbone of the current version of , providing a good deal of the language's functionality. When it was time to decide what type of user interface to create and how to implement the data structures necessary for the interpreter to be able to perform statistical work, Gentleman and Ihaka opted for an -like syntax.`This decision, more than anything else, has driven the direction that development has taken' (Ihaka, 1997, unpublished manuscript) .
In August 1993, the ®rst version of was announced on the Enews mailing list and became available to the public by means of a few copies of the software at StatLib (httpXGG wwwFsttFmuFeduG). Among the ®rst people to show a pronounced interest in was Martin Maechler of ETH ZuÈ rich. He joined Gentleman and Ihaka in the project and encouraged the release of the source code under the terms of the Free Software Foundation's GNU Public License (June 1995).
2 From that point on, the development of was no longer a closed process. With the strong interest expressed in the new language and signi®cant contributions by a number of people, the modest initial project of Gentleman and Ihaka developed into a fullyedged programming language. Since mid-1997, has been jointly developed by an` core team '. 3 A common de®nition of is the following:` is an interpreted computer language designed for statistical data analysis.' More speci®cally, is a programming environment which closely resembles the programming language and its commercial enhanced version: Ev (httpXGG wwwFmthsoftFomGsplusG). Indeed, is often described as`a statistical system not unlike '. The -like appearance though masks heme9s heavy in¯uence in the underlying implementation and semantics (mainly in the lexical scoping).
, unlike and g, which by default use`static' scoping, has implemented a`lexical' scoping. 4 One way to observe the dierence between the two rules is by comparing them at the level of the treatment of`free variables'. In (and also in heme), the value of a variable that is neither a formal parameter (i.e. a function argument) nor a local variable is determined by the bindings that were active at the time the variable was created. What matters here is the variable's de®ning environment. In and g, values of free variables are determined by a set of global variables. For a detailed discussion of the implementation of the language, see Gentleman and Ihaka (1998, unpublished manuscript) , and Ihaka and Gentleman (1996) .
The and syntaxes are so similar that the `blue book' (Becker et al., 1988) can be used as an (approximate) manual. An manual entitled Notes on : A Programming Environment for Data Analysis and Graphics by William Venables, David Smith, Robert Gentleman and Ross Ihaka is available from CRAN (The Comprehensive Archive Network, a collection of sites carrying identical material; see below for the WWW address). This manual resulted from a set of notes on and Ev written by the ®rst two of the above-mentioned authors. As pointed out in the preface of the manual, it incorporates a number of rather modest changes to account for some small dierences in the and syntaxes. does come with a fairly detailed help in rwv format which can be accessed by typing helpFstrt@A at the prompt. It causes a Web browser to open the main help index page. Help on a particular function in text mode can be obtained by typing a question mark followed by the function name or by typing help followed by the function name in parentheses at the prompt, as for example credFtle or help@redFtleA.
One of the main appealing features of is undoubtedly the fact that it is free software, and hence can be obtained and distributed at no cost. Even the source code can be obtained from the Web network (the CRAN master site is located in Vienna, Austria: httpXGGwwwFiFtuwienF FtGG). This makes not only a good programming environment for academic and professional econometricians, but also an excellent teaching tool; students can obtain the program at no cost, install it on their computers at home and learn econometrics through handson practice.
is still in beta release, which means that there is still no ocial release of the environment. As mentioned earlier, the source code is available for download, and users can compile it under dierent operating systems. There are binaries available for Windows 95/98/NT, Linux, numerous versions of UNIX, and also for the Macintosh, although the latter is not as up-to-date as the distributions for other platforms. Since is written in ANSI g, installing it on Unix systems from the source code is in general automatic. This review was written using version 0.63.1 on a Pentium II 266 MHz with 128 MB RAM running on Windows NT Workstation 4.0.
Finally, since is free software, it comes with no support. However, there are mailing lists which can be used to obtain expert advice from the members of the core team and from experienced users. In order to subscribe to the rEhelp mailing list, one only needs to send an e-mail message to rEhelpErequestdsttFmthFethzFh with the word susrie in the body (not the subject) of the message. It is a good idea to check the frequently asked questions (FAQs) available at httpXGGwwwFsttFmuFeduGGgexGdoGpeGEpeFhtml before posting to the mailing list.
Matrix operations
One of the main advantages of a high-level programming language such as is that users can program equations that require operations on matrices directly. That is, comes with a set of preimplemented routines to handle matrices. As an initial example, suppose we wish to generate a 50 Â 2 matrix X where the ®rst column is a vector of ones and the second column consists of 0Y 1 random numbers:
5E mtrix@ind@IDrunif@SHAAD SHD PA (`5E' is the assignment operator.) The sum of all elements of X H X À1 can be easily obtained as
As with Ev, t@A yields the transpose of X, solve computes the inverse of a nonsingular matrix, and 7 B 7 is used for matrix multiplication, * being reserved for the Hadamard (direct) product of matrices. A function speci®cally tailored to eciently invert symmetric matrices would be a nice addition to the language.
5 is a¯exible programming environment, and as such it allows users to write their own functions and call them as if they were calling native functions. For example, suppose we wish to write a function that when invoked computes the determinant of a square matrix M. This can be accomplished as det 5E funtion@wA{ e@ prod@eigen@wD onlyFvlues A6vluesAA } After writing the det function, it can be invoked to compute, say, the determinant of X H X À1 as det@solve@t@A7 B 7AA
which yields H F HHTQWRTUV as the result. In order to print, say, the (13,2) element of X, all one has to do is to enter IQDP at the prompt which results in H F WHPVRHUF DP prints the entire second column of X.
Mathematical operations
comes with a wide range of built-in functions that can be used to perform many mathematical operations. Consider, for example, the polygamma functions. These are obtained by dierentiating the loggamma function, log G(x). The ®rst derivative of the loggamma function is the digamma function, denoted c(x), whereas c H (x) represents the trigamma function, c HH (x) denotes the tetragamma function, and so on. includes built-in functions that evaluate the gamma, loggamma, digamma, trigamma, tetragamma, and pentagamma functions. For example, evaluating these functions at x 0 . 5 is an easy task in : @gmm@H F SADlgmm@H F SADdigmm@H F SADtrigmm@H F SADtetrgmm@H F SA, pentgmm@H F SAA I I F UUPRSR H F SUPQTS ÀI F WTQSIH R F WQRVHP ÀIT F VPVUWU WU F RHWHWI the last line being the output. The above polygamma functions are commonly encountered in econometric and statistical applications, 6 and practitioners can numerically evaluate them with ease. It is noteworthy that only the ®rst two functions (gamma and loggamma) are available in E v. Some of the other special functions available for use in are: beta function (et), log beta function (let), binomial coecients and their logarithms (hoose and lhoose), trigonometric functions (os, sin, tn, osh, sinh, tnh, osh, sinh, tnh), among others.
Pre-implemented functions to evaluate Bessel and modi®ed Bessel functions are not available in , as is the case in, say, qe, wevef and yx. However, because is open-source software, it is more or less straightforward for any competent g programmer to implement these functions, or any others.
Graphics
Most high-level matrix programming languages are capable of producing publication quality graphics, and is no exception. Like and Ev, comes with a range of built-in functions for handling two-and three-dimensional plots. As an illustration, suppose we wish to generate a vector of values y using the previously created X matrix as y b 0 b 1 x 4, where x is the second column of X, 4 is a vector of independent random errors each distributed as x 0Y 1, and b 0 and b 1 are taken to be equal to one. Next, we wish to plot x against y, possibly as an initial visual inspection before regressing y on x. This can be accomplished as y 5E DI DP rnorm@nrow@AA plot@ DPD yD xl 4x4D yl 4y4D min 4e plot of y versus x4A
Three-dimensional graphics can be produced using the persp function whereas contour plots can be produced using the ontour function. Future releases of will include contour smoothing using B-splines for three-dimensional plots. Other useful graphics functions (whose names are self-explanatory) are rplot, oxplot, oplot, hist, imge, pirs, piehrt, qqnorm, qqplot. The best way to visualize the potential of when it comes to producing a wide array of publication quality graphics is to type demo@grphisA at the prompt and then navigate through a list of example plots.
The functions for producing graphics are currently undergoing a major revision. Future releases are expected to have even better graphics capabilities.
Loops and other language constructs
Like any other programming language, has language constructs for performing recurrent computations, such as loops. The loop syntax is quite simple. For example, for@i in IXIHA print@log@iAA is a simple loop which prints log1Y log2Y F F F Y log10, where log denotes natural logarithm. Related constructs are while and repet, with rek being sometimes used within loops. It should be noted that , Ev, and are notoriously slow when performing loops, although seems to handle loops more eciently than the others. Whenever possible, one should try to avoid loops by vectorizing the code. Some users may ®nd this to be one of the main limitations of . allows a function to call itself recursively. A good and well-known example is the factorial function, which does not come implemented into but can be easily written as ftoril 5E funtion@nA{if @n 5 HA I else n B ftoril@n À IA} After we write such a function, we can call it as we would call any built-in function. For example, by entering ftoril@IHA at the prompt, we obtain the result QTPVVHH.
Some dierences between and
Although the and syntaxes are quite similar, there are a few minor dierences which need to be pointed out. For example, in the s function, which computes the absolute value, works for both real and complex arguments, whereas in it only works with reals. (In , one should use the wod function when working with complex numbers.)
Random number generation in is more¯exible than in or in Ev since allows users to select from three dierent random number generators (RNGs), namely:`Wichmann-Hill' (Wichmann and Hill, 1982) ,`Marsaglia-Multicarry', and`Super-Duper'. 7 The Marsaglia multiply-with-carry generator is one of the three RNGs implemented into yx and has a period which exceeds 2 60 . It was posted to the usenet news group siFsttFmth by Professor Marsaglia on 29 September, 1997. Super-Duper consists of Marsaglia's traditional RNG and is currently used by both and Ev. Its period is 4 . 6 Â 10 18 . A call to xqkind suces to choose among these three RNGs.
The heme-based lexical scoping of implies a major dierence in the way objects are stored: unlike in , they are not saved as separate ®les but are kept internally (i.e., in memory). To that end, dedicates a large amount of memory (speci®ed by the user through the option E Evsize) which it manages as eciently as possible. There is a clear advantage associated with this approach: speed gains in execution time. The other side of the coin though is that unless one resorts to the strategy of saving images every so often (using the sveFimge function), should crash one will lose all of the`current-to-the-moment-of-the-crash' work. Also, while it is appealing to have functions that can maintain local state (i.e. preserve state information between function calls), the related disadvantage is that there is no straightforward (or simple) way of saving a function in .
With respect to base level memory management, is an environment that may allow a running program to use more memory than is physically present in the computer.
8 When a session starts, occupies a portion of the computer's memory and manages it with a mark-sweep/compaction strategy known as`garbage collection'. This process is set to motion when the Basic Language Elements (BLEs), where information is stored, in the memory heap are exhausted. First, the BLEs that are deemed necessary are marked, and, subsequently, the BLE array is swept and all unmarked array elements are put back to the list of available BLEs and moved in contiguous memory (compaction). This is where and GEv dier: the latter environments do not release memory properly and as a result, the amount of memory a running program uses can grow without a bound, thus slowing down the execution. The downside, however, of 's`more reasonable' base level memory management is the following: if the amount of memory allocated at the start of the session is not sucient for the running program to complete its execution, the job will be terminated at the point where all allocated memory is exhausted. As a result, the user will lose all the work performed until that point and will have to start all over, specifying what he or she believes to be enough memory for the program to execute.
Overall, it is safe to say that is an`implementation' of since, with the exception of lexical scoping and its above-mentioned implications, the former follows the latter as closely as possible. Other occasional dierences are intentional and aim at improving the language's clarity and at facilitating debugging.
Packages for
The standard distribution of includes the following libraries: se (the base package of functions), ed (exploratory data analysis), modreg (modern regression: smoothing and local methods), mv (multivariate analysis), and stepfun (step functions, including empirical distributions).`Eda' contains functions for robust ®tting, median polish and smoothing whereas mva' provides code for principal components, canonical correlations, hierarchical clustering and metric multidimensional scaling analysis, among other things.
Many more add-on packages exist for at the CRAN contributed code area. we is the main package from Venables and Ripley (1997) . The extension package boot contains code and datasets from Davison and Hinkley (1997) , and ootstrp is the package of functions that goes along with Efron and Tibshirani (1993) . There are also packages for kernel smoothing and density estimation (uernmooth), for logspline density estimation (logspline), for spline regression (splines), for quantile regression and related rank statistics (quntreg), for solving quadratic programming problems (qudprog), for maximum likelihood estimation of fractionally integrated processes ( frdiff ), for dynamic system estimation (dse), for cluster analysis (luster), and for survival analysis (survivlR), to name only a few of the additional add-ons to available from gex.
9
It is noteworthy that some of these add-on libraries can be quite useful in supplementing and extending the capabilities. A prime example is the case of`mean absolute deviation' (MAD) regression. Unlike Ev, does not come with an lIfit function for estimating l 1 (i.e. MAD) regression models. However, this can be accomplished in by using the quntreg library, since l 1 regression is a special case of quantile regression. The quntreg library has been developed by Roger Koenker and was ported to by Kjetil Halvorsen. For a detailed account of algorithms for quantile regression estimation, see Portnoy and Koenker (1997) .
A WEB INTERFACE TO
The we is a Web interface to and is available at httpXGGwwwFmthFmontnFeduGweG. Users can run programs from the we home page in batch mode and obtain the output from the program (which may include graphics) directly in their Web browsers. Basically, the user types in the code, clicks on a`submit' button, and a page with the results (analysis and graphics) is returned. The source code and other relevant information for those who would like to set up their own we page can be obtained from the we resources home page, currently at httpXGG wwwFmthFmontnFeduGweGesouresFhtml. The we interface has been set up by Je Ban®eld, an Associate Professor of Statistics at Montana State University.
A SIMPLE MONTE CARLO EXAMPLE
Suppose we wish to write a simple Monte Carlo simulation program that simulates a normal linear regression model, for teaching purposes. In particular, suppose we wish to replicate the simulation results on pages 219±223 of Griths et al. (1993) . The model under study is a simple normal linear regression model: y t b 1 b 2 x t e t , where e t $ x 0Y s 2 , the e t 's being independent. The goal is to use the ordinary least squares estimates b 1 7 . 3832, b 2 0 . 2323 and s 2 46Á853 (given on page 219) as the true parameter values and then perform a simulation experiment. At the end of the simulations, we will produce a histogram of the dierent values of b 2 , thus replicating the ®gure on page 222 of the book. This is a nice introductory exercise since it teaches students how to perform a simple Monte Carlo simulation. The function given below performs such a task.
wgFsim 5E funtion @r IHHHA{ xqkind@kind 4uperEhuper4A if @r 5 HA stop@4he numer of replitions @rA must e positive34A etI 5E U F QVQPY etP 5E H F PQPQY sigmP 5E RT F VSP x 5E @PS F VQD QR F QID RP F SD RT F USD RV F PWD RV F UUD RW F TSD SI F WRD
SR F QQD SR F VUD ST F RTD SV F VQD SW F IQD TH F UQD TI F IPD TQ F ID TS F WTD TT F RD UH F RPD UH F RVD UI F WVD UPD UP F PQD UP F PQD UQ F RRD UR F PSD UR F UUD UT F QQD VI F HPD VI F VSD VP F STD VQ F QQD VQ F RD WI F VID WI F VID WP F WTD WS F IUD IHI F RD IIR F IQD IIS F RTA
5E length@xAY x 5E sFmtrix@xAY 5E ind@ID xA yFsimulted 5E etI etP B D P mtrix@rnorm@ B rD men HD sd sqrt@sigmPAAD D rA estimte 5E solve@t@A 7 B 7 A 7 B 7 t@A 7 B 7 yFsimulted hist@estimtePD D ol 4gry4D reks IPD xl 4P4D min 4histogrm of P4D yl 4frequeny4D xlim @HD H F SAA t@4nwen estimteX 4A return@men@estimteAA }
The function can now be invoked from the prompt as wgFsim@A (it will use the default number of replications, 1000). The output of the call is a histogram, which appears in the graphics window, and the mean of all estimates b 2 , which is displayed in the commands window. The histogram produced by is given in Figure 1 . Note that the above Monte Carlo program does not make use of any loops. Instead, the code has been vectorized in order to run more eciently. It is possible to write a similar program that is loop-based by replacing the line that starts with estimte 5E ' by w 5E solve@t@A 7 B 7 A 7 B 7 t@A estimte 5E mtrix@HD PD rA for@i in IXrA{ estimteD i 5E w 7 B 7 yFsimultedD i }
SPEED EVALUATION
We used the simulation program in the previous section to assess the eciency of . It was run on version 0.63.1 for Windows and on Ev 4.5 for Windows for r 1000, 5000, 10000, 50000. The timings (in seconds) for and Ev for both the vectorized and the loop-based program are given in Table I . All times are the smallest execution time from three consecutive runs. 10 and Ev are roughly equally ecient when the code is vectorized, Ev being a bit faster. However, when the program is based on a simulation loop where r estimations are performed sequentially, becomes much faster than Ev. For example, when we set the number of replications to 50,000, is nearly 15 times faster than Ev.
The above example suggests that is more ecient than Ev in handling loops. In order to investigate this further, consider an example drawn from Cribari-Neto and Jensen (1997) which consists of using a double loop to create a matrix M of dimension n Â n whose (i, j) entry equals i j. Of course, double looping is not an ecient way of constructing M. Our purpose is simply to use this example as a measure of loop speed. We have modi®ed Cribari-Neto and Jensen's loopFmtrix 5E funtion@nA{ w 5E mtrix@HD nD nA for@i in IXnA{ for@ j in IXnA{ wiD j 5E i j } } return@sum@wAA }
The execution times for dierent values of n are given in Table II . All entries are seconds and (again) represent the best of three consecutive timings.
Once more, is faster than Ev, more so as the loop length gets larger. For example, when the dimension of M is 500 Â 500, is over twice as fast as Ev. Even though runs faster than Ev when handling loops, it can still be substantially slower than other econometric environments. As a frame of reference, we have run this program using yx for Windows version 2.0a on the same hardware. The execution times for n 100Y F F F Y 500 were 0 . 05, 0 . 20, 0 . 45, 0 . 80, 1 . 17 second, respectively. If we take n 500 for example, we see that yx is 22 times faster than (and nearly 47 times faster than Ev).
Of course, users may want to consider low-level programming languages such as g (CribariNeto, 1999), gCC (EddelbuÈ ttel, 1996) and pyex for tasks which are very computer-intensive, such as, for example, the simulation of a double bootstrapping scheme. An alternative strategy is to code the most computer intensive part of the program in g and link the compiled g code to .
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
There is an increasing demand for econometric programming environments which combine the ease of use of traditional statistical software with the¯exibility provided by a programming language. Ev has been the primary choice in the statistics community and has been gaining some ground among econometricians recently. is an appealing alternative to Ev for two reasons. First, it is free software. Second, it tends to be more ecient in terms of speed and memory usage than Ev, bene®ting from the use of a dierent`underlying engine', and yet with nearly the same syntax. At the moment, is still under being beta tested, but we believe it has the potential to become a useful tool for data analysis, programming, and teaching in the econometrics community. 
